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Objectives
To share knowledge on measurement and data
acquisition techniques from in situ, satellite and
model output in atmospheric sciences so as to
inculcate research culture among our staff.
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Observations and Measurements Measurement is the determination of

the size or magnitude of an object.
Measurement
is
the
numerical
quantification of the attributes of an
object or event, which can be used to
compare with other objects or events.

Observation is the active acquisition
of information from a primary
source. Scientifically, observation
involve the perception and recording
of data through the use of scientific
instruments.

Basic principles behind the measurement techniques
• Knowledge on measurement techniques is a
prerequisite for reliable experimental studies and
interpretation of data as well as understanding
process.
• Observation is a foundation for achievement and
understanding in all sciences.
• Measurements quantify observations. Quantifying
data acquisition has been the precondition for all
modern natural sciences and thus also for physics
and meteorology among others.

• Knowledge on past and present processes taking
place in the atmosphere can only be obtained
through observations and measurements.

Basic operation principle of a measurement instrument
Input signal

Sensor
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Instrument
Basic
operation
principle
of
a
measurement instrument is detecting an
input signal and producing an output
signal. Instruments usually comprise a
sensor, an amplifier, and a display.

Output signal

• Devices (ozone monitor)
capture the physical or
chemical state of the
observed system in a
suitable way.

Data: data types
Quantitative methods are presented in
numbers and require a mathematical
calculation to deduce. An example would be
the use of a questionnaire with close-ended
questions to arrive at figures to be
calculated. It involves methods of correlation
and regression, mean, mode and median
etc.

Qualitative data: are mostly non-numerical and
usually descriptive or nominal in nature.
Qualitative approaches aim to address the
‘how’ and ‘why’ of a program and tend to use
unstructured methods of data collection to fully
explore the topic. Qualitative questions are
open-ended.

Data collection
• Data collection is the process
of gathering and measuring
information on variables of
interest, in recognized and an
established systematic way
that can answer stated
research
questions,
test
hypotheses, and evaluate
outcomes.
• Hypothesis testing eliminates
assumptions while making a
proposition from the basis of
reason.

Primary and Secondary data
• Data that is collected from first-hand
experience is known as primary data. Primary
data has not been published yet and is more
reliable, authentic and objective. Primary data
has not been changed or altered by human
beings; therefore its validity is greater than
secondary data.
• Secondary data is data that is collected from a
source that has already been published in any
form. The review of literature in any research
is based on secondary data

Choice between Primary data collection
and secondary data collection depend on
the nature, scope and area of your
research as well as its aims and
objectives.

Data Acquisition
• Data acquisition is the process of
sampling signals that measure real
world
physical
conditions
and
converting the resulting samples into
digital numeric values that can be
manipulated by a computer.

• Data
acquisition
applications:
programming languages such as
Assembly, BASIC, C, C++, Fortran, Java,
LabVIEW, Lisp, Pascal, etc. Stand-alone
data acquisition systems are often
called data loggers.

Data acquisition systems (DAS) typically
convert analog waveforms into digital values
for processing. The components of data
acquisition systems include:
• Sensors, to convert physical parameters to
electrical signals.
• Signal conditioning circuitry, to convert
sensor signals into a form that can be
converted to digital values.
• Analog-to-digital converters, to convert
conditioned sensor signals to digital values.
• ensuring accurate and honest collection
• capture quality evidence
• convincing and credible answer to
questions
• Data acquisition and storage is a task
which is nowadays nearly completely
automated.

Data acquisition techniques
• Absorption

bands of ozone
molecules (Hartley bands between
200 and 300 nm, a Huggins band
at 340 nm, Malicet et al. 1995).

• Oxygen (O2) and nitrogen (N2)
molecules also have absorption
bands in the UV range.

• All these absorption bands originate from
electronic transitions. In the infrared range,
combined rotational and vibrational energy
changes lead to absorption bands. The
absorption frequency depends on the
vibration frequency of the molecules.
• All atmospheric gases except diatomic gases
have absorption bands in the infrared range
and thus also contribute to the greenhouse
effect which keeps the Earth warm.
• In the far infrared (>40 μm), molecules
with a permanent dipole moment have
rotational absorption bands. These gases
include H2O, O3, OH, CO, HCl, HF, HBr, N2O,
HCN, HOCl HO2, HNO3 and ClO.

• O2, H2O, NO2, ClO2 and BrO have
absorption bands in the visible • In the microwave range (> 1 mm), rotational
bands of H2O, O3, H2O2, ClO and HNO3 can
range.
be utilized for the detection of these trace
gases.

..Data acquisition techniques
• Surface-based measurements of vertical
column densities of ozone are made with a
photometer that observes the sunlight at
several pairs of neighboring wavelengths
(about 20 nm apart) in the Huggins band
(310–350 nm).
• The pairs have been chosen so that at one
wavelength ozone absorbs much more than
at the other wavelength. The ozone column
density can be derived from the absorption
difference.
• Measurements at wavelength pairs allow for
the elimination of influences from other
absorbing atmospheric substances such as
aerosols.

• Dobson spectrophotometers measuring
wavelength pairs have been available since
1924 (Dobson & Harrison 1926).
• Sounding methods
Vertical sounding of trace gas profiles is
possible with LIDARs. Because the intensity
of the backscattered laser light depends on
the absorption by gas molecules as well as
on extinction and scattering due to aerosols,
inversion procedures to isolate the
fingerprint of the trace gases are
necessary.
Measurements at least two wavelengths are
performed
for
trace
gas
profile
measurements (Eisele & Trickl 2005).

Aerosols
• The size of aerosol particles is in the
range of a few nanometres to some
micrometres. Because objects of this size
interact most with radiation of
comparable wavelengths, remote sensing
of aerosols is mainly done by optical
methods (Kahn et al., 2004).

• Aerosol characteristics may be derived
from simultaneous measurements at
different wavelength.
• Spectral radiometer that measures Sun
and sky radiances at a number of fixed
wavelengths within the VNIR spectrum.

CIMEL Sun photometer
(http://www.cimel.fr/?instrument=multi-bandsunsky-photometer&amp;lang=en).

Data measurement types
 In-situ measurements can be
subdivided into four large groups:
• Observation of atmospheric state
variables such as temperature,
moisture, pressure, and wind
• Observation of water in liquid or
solid form such as precipitation,
clouds, and soil moisture.
• Observation of abundances of trace
gases.
• Aerosols, odours, and radioactivity
and the observation of fluxes such as
radiation, energy, momentum, and
mass fluxes, and evaporation.

 Remote sensing of trace substances may
be based on three methods, either the
detection of radiation absorption,
emitted radiation, or by scattered
radiation.
• The wavelength-dependent absorption of
radiation by trace gases is utilized to
measure the concentration of trace gases
in the atmosphere. Depending on the
physical properties of the gas molecules.
(i.e., the typical energy amounts these
molecules can absorb by electronic
transitions, excitations, and increased
vibrational
and
rotational energy),
different spectral ranges must be
analysed to find these gases.
 Modeling

Quality assurance and quality control (QA/QC)
Quality assurance starts before the
first measurement. It begins with a
definition of the spatial and temporal
resolution of the desired data.
• Reliable
measurements
require
accompanying measures to control
quality and accuracy.
• Expected ranges of the data and the
necessary accuracy have to be defined
beforehand.
• Instruments and data loggers have to
be tested and calibrated before the
start of a measurement campaign.
• Document possible drifts in the
measurement results and instrument
sensitivities.

• Instruments constant monitoring is
necessary to guarantee a constant
data quality during the entire
campaign.

 Quality
control
comprises
monitoring
the
running
measurements and the preparation
of the subsequent data evaluation.
This includes the detection of
instrument failure and ongoing data
consistency checks.
Peculiarities and limitations of the technique must be known.
These comprise, the temporal and spatial resolution of the data
measured with a given instrument. Variations of the measured
value smaller than the resolution of the instrument cannot be
assessed.
Principally, a measuring instrument will only deliver Information
on processes for which it has been designed.

Data files formats of retrievals
• Text File A text file is a type of digital, non-executable file that
contains letters, numbers, symbols and/or a combination. It enables
the creation and storage of text without any special formatting. Text
files are also known as flat files or ASCII files, is a character encoding
standard for electronic communication. ASCII codes represent text in
computers, telecommunications equipment, and other devices
• CSV: a comma-separated values file is a delimited text file that uses a
comma to separate values. Each line of the file is a data record. Each
record consists of one or more fields, separated by commas. The use of
the comma as a field separator is the source of the name for this file
format.
• Netcdf: Network Command Data Format .nc is a set of software libraries
and self-describing, machine-independent data formats that support
the creation, access, and sharing of array-oriented scientific data.

Data files formats
• Text or ASCII file
• CSV file
Row Labels Average of tpc StdDev of relh Average ofAverage
drct
of sped
01/01/2019 27.94736842 8.069331008 112.7778
5.144736842
02/01/2019 29.55555556 18.57841818 166.6667
4.6
03/01/2019 26.52631579 11.67977659 181.6667
6.113157895
04/01/2019 32.52173913 20.77357847 194.2857
4.65
05/01/2019 29.22727273 12.53845873 207.7273
7.840909091
06/01/2019 25.94736842 8.206128041 222.2222
6.597368421
07/01/2019
26 8.681525376 200.7143
6.9
08/01/2019 26.35294118 6.929050153
213.75
6.291176471
09/01/2019
26.4 11.79395333 156.9231
4.37
10/01/2019
26.4
10.4473358 167.2222
4.255
11/01/2019
27.2 15.07949702
171.25
3.565
12/01/2019 26.45454545 21.90750802 135.4545
4.286363636
01/02/2019 26.84210526 7.125979321 88.23529
6.536842105
02/02/2019 28.33333333 5.778876806 168.5714
4.293333333
03/02/2019 28.86666667 23.41314411 165.7143
4.676666667
04/02/2019 31.22222222 10.99977179
167.5
4.735294118

Day,AOT_675,AOT_500,AOT_440,440675Angstrom,α,AOT_5501,0.695839,0.975141,1.101423,1.089
036,1.0731460774,0.86687312872,0.650808,0.939035,1.06632
,1.176183,1.1537982629,0.82427656063,0.605269,0.820251,0.
918425,1.010516,0.974410532,0.73894745824,0.544778,0.820
389,0.946687,1.315296,1.2912856429,0.7096887245,1.025152
,1.43616,1.611612,1.080994,1.0571486153,1.27295252376,1.3
04487,1.685441,1.840302,0.832071,0.8041348455,1.53801432
247,0.852309,1.209745,1.361135,1.11779,1.0939086779,1.066
32722448,1.468318,1.804246,1.949095,0.675424,0.661889475
,1.68147064479,0.811132,1.092568,1.216045,1.02188,0.94623
12289,0.984578540210,0.422584,0.634227,0.728355,1.297189
,1.2721477619,0.548351770111,0.508362,0.726241,0.823145,
1.146893,1.1261879483,0.640232115912,0.575421,0.796896,0
.893379,1.047718,1.0279736625,0.710255815913,0.449368,0.
664787,0.757816,1.249963,1.2212014473,0.577054885614,0.9
18237,1.157019,1.265609,0.764057,0.749765639,1.070630858
315,0.765814,1.128136,1.296228,1.253882,1.2297914915,0.98
5149835216,1.050529,1.434626,1.601921,1.001679,0.9859131
995,1.285571493417,0.948824,1.348844,1.523986,1.126812,1.
1073128975,1.190340664118,0.796726,1.130639,1.277852,1.1
24778,1.1039567218,0.998840392819,0.757805,1.064152,1.20

Samples of written files and data resolution
g4.areaAvgTimeSeries.OMNO2d_003_ColumnAmountNO2TropCloudScreened.2013010120140101.4E_7N_4E_7N

IAGOS_timeseries_2011022819200851.nc, f.e20.FCSD.cam.h0.2013-03.nc
MOD04_L2.A2005001.0935.051.2010292160811.hdf

MOP03J-20130207-L3V5.6.3.he5

Data temporal resolution could be 1 min, 5 min, hourly,
6 hours, daily, monthly and yearly depending on your
research goal and the spatial distribution depends on
your geolocation

Practical Data Collection (Atmospheric data)
• Important data archives web pages
• https://carnasrda.com/data/
• https://giovanni.gsfc.nasa.gov/giovanni/
• https://aeronet.gsfc.nasa.gov/
• https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/data-access
• https://search.earthdata.nasa.gov/
• http://wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp/

• References

• http://iagos-data.fr/
• http://www.temis.nl/airpollution/
• https://worldweather.wmo.int/en/d
ataguide.html
• https://eccad3.sedoo.fr/

Atmospheric Measurements at CAR

TRODAN Instrumentation and Sensors
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Stations Installation Dates and & Codes
1.

UNN ... July 2007

NSK

2.

UNIABUJA ...July2007

ABJ

3.

UNILAG ...October 2007

LAG

4.

UNIAGRIC MAKURDI ...October 2008 (2015)

MAK

5.

UNIJOS ...March 2008

JOS

6.

FUT, MINNA ...February 2008

MIN

7.

RSUST, PH ... February 2008

PHT

8.

AAU, AKUNGBA... July 2008

AKB

9.

CBSS PERM SITE ...July 2008

NPS

10.

UTHMAN DAN FODIYO UNIV, SOKOTO ...May 2008

SOK

11.

FUT, YOLA ...November 2009

YOL

12.

FUT, AKURE ...May 2010

AKR

13.

IBB UNIV, LAPAI ... May 2010

LAP

14.

CAR AYINGBA ... July 2010

AYB

15.

Redeemer’s Univ. 2010

RDM

16.

ESUT. 2012

ENU

17.

LAUTECH 2012

OGM

18.

ATBU, BAUCHI April 2013

BAU

19.

BUK, Kano May 2017

KAN
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Geographical location of the stations on Nigeria Map
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